LUBRICANTS - SEALANTS

LOCTITE THREADLOCKER

Loctite Threadlocker used on a standard fastener can eliminate expensive locking devices while you increase the reliability and quality of your assembly. One drop prevents loosening. 2 removable strengths for large & small applications and permanent strength for locking parts you never want to part.

**#222 THREADLOCKER** (permanent, for small screws)
- 10 ml .................. P/N 09-42420 $19.50
- 50 ml .................. P/N 09-42421 $46.95

**#242 THREADLOCKER** (removable, for large screws)
- 10 ml .................. P/N 09-42825 $19.95
- 50 ml .................. P/N 09-42830 $50.50

**#242 THREADLOCKER** (for locking and sealing of threaded fasteners which require normal disassembly with standard hand tools.) (Blue)
- 8 ml .................. P/N 15-07264 $4.65

**#262 THREADLOCKER** (permanent, for large screws)
- 10 ml .................. P/N 09-42825 $19.80
- 50 ml .................. P/N 09-42830 $50.50

**#271 THREADLOCKER** (permanent locking and sealing of threaded fasteners up to 1’ (25 mm) in diameter) (Red)
- 10 ml .................. P/N 09-04687 $19.80

LOCTITE 515 GASKET ELIMINATOR

Henkel Loctite 515 Gasket Eliminator is a high viscosity, flexible sealant for use on rigid machined flanges. It provides resistance to low pressures immediately after assembly of flanges. 50 ml Tube. .......................... P/N 09-04658 $23.90

LOCTITE® 609™ RETAINING COMPOUND

LOCTITE® 609™ Retaining Compound General Purpose is a low viscosity, rapid-curing anaerobic adhesive that augments the strength of press fit assemblies or slip fit assemblies up to 0.006” in diameter and holds up to 3,000 psi holding power. Recommended for parts that will need subsequent dismantling, i.e., retention of bearings onto shafts and into housings. Mil Spec (R-46082B) Type I.
- 50 ml .................. P/N 09-04657 $52.75

NIEL SEAL GASKET AND JOINT SEALING COMPOUND

N20-66 Seals threaded pipe joints, machined surfaces and flare nuts. Used on engine rear sections, sump gaskets, trip connector threads, channel plugs, air control valves, diverter valve pipes, water separator glasses, and for all metal-to-metal unions with any kind of gasket. A special paste-type densification for threaded pipe joints, gas line unions and anti-seize agent. EZ Turn will not gum, crack or dry out. Each ship-
- 1 Lb. Can Light Weight ................................P/N 09-00180 $31.50
- 5 Lb. Can Light Weight ................................P/N 04-03925 $19.50
- 1 Lb. Can Medium Weight .......................... P/N 04-03971 $58.75
- 5 Lb. Can Medium Weight .......................... P/N 04-03972 $19.50
- 1 Lb. Can Medium Weight .......................... P/N 04-03973 $58.75

BRIER-LO-LUBE

This lubricant is excellent for use on exposed valve plungers, cylinder rods, and other o-rings. It lubricates without causing deterioration of rubber and is water resistant. Good for low pressure vacuum and pneumatic systems.
- 2 oz. Tube ............................................... P/N 05-13059 $9.85

SEALUBE

Anti-seize sealer for threaded aluminum alloy parts exposed to gasoline, oil, water, or vacuum. Good lubricating qualities. Will not harden or set. Will not freeze joints at low temperatures. Non-corrosive, insoluble in gasoline, oil or water.
- 1 Lb. Can .................................................. P/N 09-25200 $56.75

LUBRIPLATE NO. 630AA

Multi-purpose lubricant. Forms a wearing film on working surfaces. Excellent protection against rust and corrosion. Recommended for controllable pitch props, wheel and magnetos, bearings, general greasing.
- 16 oz. Tub .................. P/N 09-25400 $19.95
- 6 Lb. Container .................. P/N 09-25500 $93.75

12/34 MIRACLE FORMULA LUBRICANT

Meets MIL Spec MIL-C-23411. 12/34 MIRACLE FORMULA® has the most effective ALL-IN-ONE formulation on the market today. Its lubricating, moisture displacing, penetrating and corrosion prevention is unsurpassed in any single product type of its kind. Don’t accept substitutes, ask for 12/34 MIRACLE FORMULA® by name.

**Lubricates**: Contains highly refined lubricants which provide superior protection and anti-wear properties. Removes Moisture: Moisture is lifted and displaced rather than trapped. Pores and crevices of surface are freed from moisture and are coated with a thin non-greasy film that prevents additional moisture from cling-
- 11 oz. aerosol ........................................ P/N 09-04443 $11.95

TRI-FLO TEFLON LUBRICANT

Penetrating lubricant with Teflon, corrosion inhibitors, moisture displacers and solvents to soften and remove dirt and corrosion. Will not cause corrosion. Use on aircraft cabin door hinges, landing gear hinges and struts. Loosens rusted bolts and other fasteners. 12oz. aerosol can.................. P/N 09-42540 $15.95

FOAMING SUPERIOR LUBRICANT

Tri-Flow is revolutionizing the way you clean, protect and lubricate all of your moving parts with the introduction of Foaming Superior Lubricant and Foaming Citrus Cleaner Degreaser. Tri-Flow’s powerful foaming action clings to both horizontal and vertical surfaces to allow for deep penetration and accurate application. Tri-Flow Foaming products are ideal for use on bicycles, firearms, sporting equipment, manufacturing equipment, and more!.. P/N 09-02082 $16.75

WD-40 PENETRANT/LUBRICANT

Displaces moisture on any metal surface, preventing rust, corrosion or oxidation of the surface. Used on switches, pulleys, wheel housings, seam areas. Non-gassing, non-conductive—safe for all electrical systems.
- 12 oz. Spray ............................................ P/N 09-00347 $8.50

EZ TURN LUBRICANT (FUELUBE)

EZ Turn is a specialty lubricant/sealant used for fuel and oil line valves and is resistant to high temperatures. It is especially effective where high octave fuels and aromatics are present. EZ Turn is also extremely efficient as a gasket paste and anti-seize agent. EZ Turn will not gum, crack or dry out. Each ship-
- 5 oz. Tube ................................................. P/N 09-00306 $13.60
- 1 Lb. can ................................................ P/N 09-00180 $31.50

DYKEM CROSS-CHECK TORQUE SEAL

DYKEM® Cross-Check™ provides a convenient, permanent locking and sealing of threaded pipe joints, machined surfaces and flare nuts. 12oz. aerosol can
- Red ....................................................... 09-02033 $4.95
- Yellow .................................................... 09-25607 $4.75
- Green ..................................................... 09-25608 $4.75
- Blue ....................................................... 09-25609 $4.75
- Orange .................................................... 09-25610 $4.75
- Gray ....................................................... 09-04690 $4.75
- White ...................................................... 09-02411 $4.75
- Pink ....................................................... 09-04444 $4.75

DYKEM® CROSS-CHECK™ PLUS AVIATION GRADE TORQUE SEAL - SKYDROL® RESISTANT

DYKEM® Cross Check Plus Skydrol-Resistant Torque Seal® has been certified to meet the Boeing specification BMS-45-H Type III for a Skydrol-resistant, quick-dry tamper proof marker. This specification requires strict adherence to key performance properties such as dry-to-touch time, full cure time, Skydrol resistance, and dielectric strength, along with other critical physical, mechanical, and flammability requirements.

**Description** | **Color** | **Size** | **Part No.** | **Price**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Cross Check Torque Seal | Red | 1 oz | 09-02033-1 | $4.95
Cross Check Torque Seal | Yellow | 1 oz | 09-25607-1 | $4.75
Cross Check Torque Seal | Green | 1 oz | 09-25608-1 | $4.75
Cross Check Torque Seal | Blue | 1 oz | 09-25609-1 | $4.75
Cross Check Torque Seal | Orange | 1 oz | 09-25610-1 | $4.75
Cross Check Torque Seal | Gray | 1 oz | 09-04690-1 | $4.75
Cross Check Torque Seal | White | 1 oz | 09-02411-1 | $4.75
Cross Check Torque Seal | Pink | 1 oz | 09-04444-1 | $4.75

**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice**